
FEEDBACK BY THERAPISTS ON ~MC – MF~ 
 
DR.KESSLER, ADVANCED ONDAMED SEMINAR, HILTON GARDEN INN, NEW 
YORK, 2-3 NOVEMBER, 2007 
 
Dear Dr. Kessler. 
    I am an enthusiastic practitioner advocating the new MC/MF as the main 
treatment methodology with Ondamed. I am certain that it will revolutionize 
mental and physical health evaluations. Finding the UNDERLYING cause 
of malaise is just not 'easily' found with conventional treatment modalities. I 
can that; by my having been in pain for 63 years - and finally only  
cured some of my ill’s when I came upon modalities that worked for me. 
I paid many thousands of dollars for lotions and potions and all sort of things  
outside of regular medicine, yet after many trials and endless tribulations few  
things helped - maybe at least they did not hurt me. 
    Likewise my health insurance companies paid several hundreds of thousands 
of dollars for conventional medicine (with some treatments outright poisonous) 
and still - I had few moments of improvements. The money was one thing but 
the pain and the repeated radiation for x-rays are an added disappointment. 
    I expect fully to show that certain foods will react on the MC and show up 
with MF. I am certain that only adherence for years to the Blood type diet  
(O none secretor) for me makes all the difference within me. Proof is in the  
fact that when I eat grains I puff up and become miserable over night. At least  
today I don't need to see a Dr. about the why/how come, and end up with a  
new pill. 
    By 'finding' the underlying cause (for the MC)  with - the MF and ONDAMED I  
think we will find healthful wave (test) results long before any other medical  
technology will zero in on where to start looking for solutions. MAIN-FOCUS  
points will show the absolute need to treat for allergies / microorganism /  
parasites which are so hard to find in regular medical testing.  MC/MF will  
uncover the need to treat individual discouragement, tiredness and depression  
after illness, menopause, after accute or chronic injury, older age, or after  
pregnancy. 
    While I would love to have a machine that would show heat and cold (too 
expensive today) I am still secure, knowing that we are responding to the 
body’s own wisdom. Without causing invasive damage the individual feels 
his/her discomfort and 'hears' the body reactions as manifested in the MC-Main 
Complaint. By tailoring the MF-Main Focus and Oscillating the healing 
ONDA's (waves) we expand the healing field and maximize each persons 
individual healing integrity. 
    There is nothing so trustworthy as a persons own blood pulses whose  
reliability is shown in tests like EEG and EKG. Waves traveling through body  
tissue are a reliable way of 'seeing inside' shown in the ability to see a baby  
in a mother’s womb with ULTRASOUND done so routinely. ONDAMED and  
MC/MF is a low frequency, directed - none invasive - none damaging -  
methodology promising reliable results in five to 12 half hours individualized  
applications. Treatments repeated five times are needed to en-train the brain for  



it to recognize and accept healthful changes. To stop smoking treatments      
seem to work even faster. 
    The only draw back I see is that people - who are feeling better - may stop 
treatments way too soon. Accustomed to promises of quick fixes, most people 
just don't realize that it took years to get here AND it may take a few months 
until all causes are located. Just like my eating perfectly for many months and  
then going wild - holidays and all - and then feeling miserable - no quick fix  
there. 
    UNLESS I CONTINUE to treat my body as a WONDERFUL wise tool with a 
MIND that recognizes what is good for it, I can not make it happy and joyful. 
    The "MC/MF" training put it all together for me. I can't wait until I can share  
this information with a soon-to-be new massage therapist living in AZ. 
    The "Kessler’s MC/MF" formula shows the way. 
I have the HIGHEST expectations for all who come to use it and anything less 
will be a great disappointment. MC/MF is the KEY! I USE IT. 
Jolanda Bassi  
845 794 5958 
 
 
Dear Dr. K,  
I just went to your web site and was able to pull up and print the MC/MF Method 
material in it's entirety. It is a great tool.  Thanks again to you, Mrs. K and Karin for all 
your hard work and dedication.  
I will keep in touch.  
May You Walk In Beauty!  
Sharon H.  
-----  
 
( BY GOSH...if I am right, then... THAT is why SYMPTOM treatment has such poor 
results.. Less than 33%. 
This finding is so important when one understands it - it ought to revolutionize 
MEDICINE as we know it! 
Worthy of a Nobel prize ... all by itself.. 
And if ONDAMED is the KEY then ‘it ought to be used by every medical office long 
before invasive TESTS are ordered. 
J. B. 
Hello Dr. Kessler, Once again I want to thank you and your lovely wife for your time and 
knowledge. I will be e-mailing you with the details about our animal successes very 
shortly. 
Believing in Gods best for you Margaret B. 
 
Testimony for practitioners: 
 
Learning that there is a Main Focus that is holding up the healing process and then how 
to treat it with the Ondamed was a huge burden lifted. Now I feel so much more 
confident that I’ll be able to help my most chronically ill clients.  



 
 
Joy to your heart and health to your body, 
  
Stephen Heuer, Nutripath, Cocoon Nutrition 
www.cocoonnutrition.org 
9am-5pm EST, M-F 
864-895-6250 
 
Dearest Wolf-Dieter, 
 
Your seminar was fabulous and informative and to the point.  We need 
to focus on the MF treat it for it's position in the 'causal' chain 
The MF is giving us the information we need to know to go forward with 
the patient's treatment.  The organism module that follows is very 
important as well.  We need to zero in on the organism and zap it 
where is is causing the most problem, likely the MF.  It is possible 
and most likely that there are more than one organism involved and I 
feel they should be treated as well. Dr. Kessler, thank you for your expertise and 
kindness, and compassion 
with much patience in regard to your teaching methods.  Karin and your 
wife and Sylvia and Rolf were also an important part of the seminar. 
 
Hopefullly, this will be the beginning of many seminars for Ondamed 
that can come to the west coast of California and even to Hawaii to 
accomodate the practitioners in Asia and the Pacific basin. 
 
Much love to you dear friend, 
 
Dr. Barry Nutter 
 
PS: Come to Hawaii and enjoy the fun in the sun... 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
Hi Dr. Kessler, 
I hope you enjoy these pictures. I enjoyed the class and felt it was most worth while. It 
was great to meet so many people that do the same thing.  I look forward to seeing all of 
you again.  I hope your stay in the US will be great for you and your wife and you will  
find time to have a little fun. 
Best Wishes, 
Nina Wall 
(from Dr. Buttar's Office) 
  
 
 

www.cocoonnutrition.org


May Today Be A Blessing You Will Never Forget!  
Nina 
 
  

 

 
 
Nice to meet you and your lovely wife and Karin in person.  Will see you in Vegas!! 
 
Regards, 
 
 
Lori Devine-Bubernak LMT 
Senior Sales Consultant 
Ondamed Inc. 
401-741-9105 
ldevine2@cox.net 
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Hi Dr. Kessler, 
I hope you enjoy these pictures. I enjoyed the class and felt it was most worth while. It 
was great to meet so many people that do the same thing.  I look forward to seeing all of 
you again.  I hope your stay in the US will be great for you and your wife and you will  
find time to have a little fun. 
Best Wishes, 
Nina Wall 
 
I sent you some pictures, did you receive them?  I truly enjoyed the workshop and feel I 
learned a great deal.  The new methods I learned are working well. 
Have a great holiday, 
Nina Wall 
(from the office of Rashid A. Buttar, D.O.) 


